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Surveying the two centuries that preceded Jim Crow’s demise, Race and Education in New Orleans traces the course of the
city’s education system from the colonial period to the start of school desegregation in 1960. This timely historical analysis reveals
that public schools in New Orleans both suffered from and maintained the racial stratification that characterized urban areas for
much of the twentieth century. Walter C. Stern begins his account with the mid-eighteenth-century kidnapping and enslavement of
Marie Justine Sirnir, who eventually secured her freedom and played a major role in the development of free black education in the
Crescent City. As Sirnir’s story and legacy illustrate, schools such as the one she envisioned were central to the black antebellum
understanding of race, citizenship, and urban development. Black communities fought tirelessly to gain better access to education,
which gave rise to new strategies by white civilians and officials who worked to maintain and strengthen the racial status quo, even
as they conceded to demands from the black community for expanded educational opportunities. The friction between black and
white New Orleanians continued throughout the nineteenth century and well into the twentieth, when conflicts over land and
resources sharply intensified. Stern argues that the post-Reconstruction reorganization of the city into distinct black and white
enclaves marked a new phase in the evolution of racial disparity: segregated schools gave rise to segregated communities, which
in turn created structural inequality in housing that impeded desegregation’s capacity to promote racial justice. By taking a long
view of the interplay between education, race, and urban change, Stern underscores the fluidity of race as a social construct and
the extent to which the Jim Crow system evolved through a dynamic though often improvisational process. A vital and accessible
history, Race and Education in New Orleans provides a comprehensive look at the ways the New Orleans school system shaped
the city’s racial and urban landscapes.
Ms. Magazine “Most Anticipated Reads for the Rest of Us --2021” * KIRKUS STARRED REVIEW* BOOKLIST STARRED
REVIEW * PW Big Indie Books of Fall 2021 Explores the Black activist’s ideas and political strategies, highlighting their relevance
for tackling modern social issues including voter suppression, police violence, and economic inequality. “We have a long fight and
this fight is not mine alone, but you are not free whether you are white or black, until I am free.”—Fannie Lou Hamer A blend of
social commentary, biography, and intellectual history, Until I Am Free is a manifesto for anyone committed to social justice. The
book challenges us to listen to a working-poor and disabled Black woman activist and intellectual of the civil rights movement as
we grapple with contemporary concerns around race, inequality, and social justice. Award-winning historian and New York Times
best-selling author Keisha N. Blain situates Fannie Lou Hamer as a key political thinker alongside leaders such as Martin Luther
King Jr., Malcolm X, and Rosa Parks and demonstrates how her ideas remain salient for a new generation of activists committed
to dismantling systems of oppression in the United States and across the globe. Despite her limited material resources and the
myriad challenges she endured as a Black woman living in poverty in Mississippi, Hamer committed herself to making a difference
in the lives of others. She refused to be sidelined in the movement and refused to be intimidated by those of higher social status
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and with better jobs and education. In these pages, Hamer’s words and ideas take center stage, allowing us all to hear the
activist’s voice and deeply engage her words, as though we had the privilege to sit right beside her. More than 40 years since
Hamer’s death in 1977, her words still speak truth to power, laying bare the faults in American society and offering valuable
insights on how we might yet continue the fight to help the nation live up to its core ideals of “equality and justice for all.” Includes
a photo insert featuring Hamer at civil rights marches, participating in the Democratic National Convention, testifying before
Congress, and more.
A unique collection of articles and speeches by prominent African American activists, spanning over 150 years of black political
thought.
Houston A. Baker Jr. condemns those black intellectuals who, he believes, have turned their backs on the tradition of racial
activism in America. These individuals choose personal gain over the interests of the black majority, whether they are espousing
neoconservative positions that distort the contours of contemporary social and political dynamics or abandoning race as an
important issue in the study of American literature and culture. Most important, they do a disservice to the legacy of W. E. B. Du
Bois, Martin Luther King Jr., and others who have fought for black rights. In the literature, speeches, and academic and public
behavior of some black intellectuals in the past quarter century, Baker identifies a "hungry generation" eager for power, respect,
and money. Baker critiques his own impoverished childhood in the "Little Africa" section of Louisville, Kentucky, to understand the
shaping of this new public figure. He also revisits classical sites of African American literary and historical criticism and critique.
Baker devotes chapters to the writing and thought of such black academic superstars as Cornel West, Michael Eric Dyson, and
Henry Louis Gates Jr.; Hoover Institution senior fellow Shelby Steele; Yale law professor Stephen Carter; and Manhattan Institute
fellow John McWhorter. His provocative investigation into their disingenuous posturing exposes what Baker deems a tragic
betrayal of King's legacy. Baker concludes with a discussion of American myth and the role of the U.S. prison-industrial complex in
the "disappearing" of blacks. Baker claims King would have criticized these black intellectuals for not persistently raising their
voices against a private prison system that incarcerates so many men and women of color. To remedy this situation, Baker urges
black intellectuals to forge both sacred and secular connections with local communities and rededicate themselves to social
responsibility. As he sees it, the mission of the black intellectual today is not to do great things but to do specific, racially based
work that is in the interest of the black majority.
Drawing on his personal fascinating story as a prosecutor, a defendant, and an observer of the legal process, Paul Butler offers a
sharp and engaging critique of our criminal justice system. He argues against discriminatory drug laws and excessive police power
and shows how our policy of mass incarceration erodes communities and perpetuates crime. Controversially, he supports jury
nullification—or voting “not guilty” out of principle—as a way for everyday people to take a stand against unfair laws, and he joins
with the “Stop Snitching” movement, arguing that the reliance on informants leads to shoddy police work and distrust within
communities. Butler offers instead a “hip hop theory of justice,” parsing the messages about crime and punishment found in urban
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music and culture. Butler’s argument is powerful, edgy, and incisive.
Free Soil in the Atlantic World examines the principle that slaves who crossed particular territorial frontiers- from European
medieval cities to the Atlantic nation states of the nineteenth century- achieved their freedom. Based upon legislation and judicial
cases, each essay considers the legal origins of Free Soil and the context in which it was invoked: medieval England, Toulouse
and medieval France, early modern France and the Mediterranean, the Netherlands, eighteenth-century Portugal, nineteenthcentury Angola, nineteenth-century Spain and Cuba, and the Brazilian-Paraguay borderlands. On the one hand, Free Soil policies
were deployed by weaker polities to attract worker-settlers; however, by the eighteenth century, Free Soil was increasingly invoked
by European imperial centres to distinguish colonial regimes based in slavery from the privileges and liberties associated with the
metropole. This book was originally published as a special issue of Slavery and Abolition.
"This guide lists the numerous examples of government documents, manuscripts, books, photographs, recordings and films in the
collections of the Library of Congress which examine African-American life. Works by and about African-Americans on the topics
of slavery, music, art, literature, the military, sports, civil rights and other pertinent subjects are discussed"-As this volume indicates, the issues facing black America are diverse, and the tools needed to understand these phenomena cross
disciplinary boundaries. In this anthology, the authors address a wide range of topics including race, gender, class, sexual
orientation, globalism, migration, health, politics, culture, and urban issues-from a diversity of disciplinary perspectives.

This book is the first comprehensive survey of the African-American experience. It draws on recent research to present
black history in a clear and direct manner, within a broad social, cultural, and political framework. Life in sixteenth-century
Africa, slavery, the antislavery movement, The Civil War, emancipation, and reconstruction. For anyone who is interested
in an in-depth exploration of African-American history as it relates to U.S. history.
In this analysis of social history, examine the complex lineage of America's oppression of Black companionship.
According to the 2010 US census, more than seventy percent of Black women in America are unmarried. Black Women,
Black Love reveals how four centuries of laws, policies, and customs have created that crisis. Dianne Stewart begins in
the colonial era, when slave owners denied Blacks the right to marry, divided families, and, in many cases, raped
enslaved women and girls. Later, during Reconstruction and the ensuing decades, violence split up couples again as
millions embarked on the Great Migration north, where the welfare system mandated that women remain single in order
to receive government support. And no institution has forbidden Black love as effectively as the prison-industrial complex,
which removes Black men en masse from the pool of marriageable partners. Prodigiously researched and deeply felt,
Black Women, Black Love reveals how white supremacy has systematically broken the heart of Black America, and it
proposes strategies for dismantling the structural forces that have plagued Black love and marriage for centuries.
Free Black Communities and the Underground RailroadThe Geography of ResistanceUniversity of Illinois Press
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This book argues that it can be beneficial for the United States to talk with 'evil' - terrorists and other bad actors - if it
engages a mediator who shares the United States' principles yet is pragmatic. It shows how the US can make better
foreign policy decisions and demonstrate its integrity for promoting democracy and human rights, by employing a
mediator who facilitates disputes between international actors by moving them along a continuum of principles, as
political parties act for a country's citizens. This is the first book to integrate theories of rule of law development with
conflict resolution methods, and it examines ongoing disputes in the Middle East, North Korea, South America and Africa.
It draws on the author's experiences with The Carter Center and judicial and legal advocacy training to provide a
sophisticated understanding of the current situation in these countries and of how a strategy of principled pragmatism will
give better direction to US foreign policy abroad.
During the American Revolution (1775–1783), the British government offered freedom to slaves who would desert their
rebel masters as a way of ruining the American economy. Many Black men and women escaped to the British fleet
patrolling the East Coast, or to the British armies invading the colonies from Maine to Georgia. After the final surrender of
the British to the Americans, New York City was evacuated by the British Army throughout the summer and fall of 1783.
Carried away with them were a vast number of White Loyalists and their families, and over 3,000 Black Loyalists: free,
indentured, apprenticed, or still enslaved. More than 2,700 Blacks came to Nova Scotia with the fleet from New York City.
Black Loyalists is an attempt to present hard data about the lives of Nova Scotia Black Loyalists before they escaped
slavery in early South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida, and after they settled in Nova Scotia—to bring back into our
awareness the context for some very brave and enterprising men and women who survived the chaos of the American
Revolution, people who found a way to pass through the heart, ironically, of a War for Liberty, to liberty and human
dignity. Includes an insert of 20 historical images and documents.
For a brief time following the end of the U.S. Civil War, American political leaders had an opportunity—slim, to be sure, but
not beyond the realm of possibility—to remake society so that black Americans and other persons of color could enjoy
equal opportunity in civil and political life. It was not to be. With each passing year after the war—and especially after
Reconstruction ended during the 1870s—American society witnessed the evolution of a new white republic as national
leaders abandoned the promise of Reconstruction and justified their racial biases based on political, economic, social,
and religious values that supplanted the old North-South/slavery-abolitionist schism of the antebellum era. A Long Dark
Night provides a sweeping history of this too often overlooked period of African American history that followed the
collapse of Reconstruction—from the beginnings of legal segregation through the end of World War II. Michael J. Martinez
argues that the 1880s ushered in the dark night of the American Negro—a night so dark and so long that the better part of
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a century would elapse before sunlight broke through. Combining both a “top down” perspective on crucial political
issues and public policy decisions as well as a “bottom up” discussion of the lives of black and white Americans between
the 1880s and the 1940s, A Long Dark Night will be of interest to all readers seeking to better understand this crucial era
that continues to resonate throughout American life today.
These are the faces of poverty in North Carolina: scores of homeless men, women, and children take refuge in makeshift
camps, barely hidden in the woods near some of our most affluent neighborhoods. Hundreds wait in lines hours long to
receive basic health care at underfunded free clinics. In large cities and small towns, children--especially children of
color--rely on meals at their schools to keep hunger at bay, while parents struggle in jobs that fail to pay living wages.
While many in the Tar Heel State enjoy unparalleled prosperity, those born into poverty have lower odds than ever of
climbing the ladder of economic upward mobility. Today, more than 1.5 million North Carolinians live in poverty. More
than one in five are children. Behind these sobering statistics are the faces of our fellow citizens. This book tells their
stories. Since 2012, Gene R. Nichol has traveled the length of North Carolina, conducting hundreds of interviews with
poor people and those working to alleviate the worst of their circumstances. Here their voices challenge all of us to see
what is too often invisible, to look past partisan divides and preconceived notions, and to seek change. Only with a full
commitment as a society, Nichol argues, will we succeed in truly ending poverty, which he calls our greatest challenge.
In a stinging dissent to a 1961 Supreme Court decision that allowed the Illinois state bar to deny admission to prospective
lawyers if they refused to answer political questions, Justice Hugo Black closed with the memorable line, "We must not
be afraid to be free." Black saw the First Amendment as the foundation of American freedom--the guarantor of all other
Constitutional rights. Yet since free speech is by nature unruly, people fear it. The impulse to curb or limit it has been a
constant danger throughout American history. In We Must Not Be Afraid to Be Free, Ron Collins and Sam Chaltain, two
noted free speech scholars and activists, provide authoritative and vivid portraits of free speech in modern America. The
authors offer a series of engaging accounts of landmark First Amendment cases, including bitterly contested cases
concerning loyalty oaths, hate speech, flag burning, student anti-war protests, and McCarthy-era prosecutions. The book
also describes the colorful people involved in each case--the judges, attorneys, and defendants--and the issues at stake.
Tracing the development of free speech rights from a more restrictive era--the early twentieth century--through the
Warren Court revolution of the 1960s and beyond, Collins and Chaltain not only cover the history of a cherished ideal, but
also explain in accessible language how the law surrounding this ideal has changed over time. Essential for anyone
interested in this most fundamental of our rights, We Must Not Be Afraid to Be Free provides a definitive and lively
account of our First Amendment and the price courageous Americans have paid to secure them.
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On March 31, 1968, over 500 Black nationalists convened in Detroit to begin the process of securing independence from the United States.
Many concluded that Black Americans' best remaining hope for liberation was the creation of a sovereign nation-state, the Republic of New
Afrika (RNA). New Afrikan citizens traced boundaries that encompassed a large portion of the South--including South Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana--as part of their demand for reparation. As champions of these goals, they framed their struggle as one
that would allow the descendants of enslaved people to choose freely whether they should be citizens of the United States. New Afrikans also
argued for financial restitution for the enslavement and subsequent inhumane treatment of Black Americans. The struggle to "Free the Land"
remains active to this day. This book is the first to tell the full history of the RNA and the New Afrikan Independence Movement. Edward
Onaci shows how New Afrikans remade their lifestyles and daily activities to create a self-consciously revolutionary culture, and argues that
the RNA's tactics and ideology were essential to the evolution of Black political struggles. Onaci expands the story of Black Power politics,
shedding new light on the long-term legacies of mid-century Black Nationalism.
This enlightening study employs the tools of archaeology to uncover a new historical perspective on the Underground Railroad. Unlike
previous histories of the Underground Railroad, which have focused on frightened fugitive slaves and their benevolent abolitionist
accomplices, Cheryl LaRoche focuses instead on free African American communities, the crucial help they provided to individuals fleeing
slavery, and the terrain where those flights to freedom occurred. This study foregrounds several small, rural hamlets on the treacherous
southern edge of the free North in Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. LaRoche demonstrates how landscape features such as waterways, iron forges,
and caves played a key role in the conduct and effectiveness of the Underground Railroad. Rich in oral histories, maps, memoirs, and
archaeological investigations, this examination of the "geography of resistance" tells the new powerful and inspiring story of African
Americans ensuring their own liberation in the midst of oppression.
Since its original publication in 1982, "Getting Free" has become the most important self-help book on ending domestic violence. In this
expanded edition, NiCarthy features important new information from the latest studies and most recent research on the subject.
Divided into four volumes, Race and Ethnicity in America provides a complete overview of the history of racial and ethnic relations in America,
from pre-contact to the present. Contextualizes the political experiences and contributions of minorities within American politics, society, and
culture Includes people of color (e.g., African Americans, Latinos, Asians, and American Indians), those of mixed races, and ethnic groups
that experienced minority status in politics, particularly in the 19th century (e.g., Irish, Jewish, Italian) Features chronological organization as
well as a historical overview and timeline for contextual understanding and ease of reference Comprises A–Z entries that detail the political,
social, and cultural histories of racial and ethnic minority groups, and concludes with a curated selection of key primary source documents
Provides cross-disciplinary information that explores the experiences of racial and ethnic minorities in America over a period of five hundred
years through history and social studies, political science, and ethnic studies
"A 'choral history' of African Americans covering 400 years of history in the voices of 80 writers, edited by the bestselling, National Book
Award-winning historian Ibram X. Kendi and Keisha N. Blain. Last year marked the four hundredth anniversary of the first African presence in
the Americas--and also launched the Four Hundred Souls project, spearheaded by Ibram X. Kendi, director of the Antiracism Institute of
American University, and Keisha Blain, editor of The North Star. They've gathered together eighty black writers from all disciplines -historians and artists, journalists and novelists--each of whom has contributed an entry about one five-year period to create a dynamic
multivoiced single-volume history of black people in America"-Page 6/11
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Can free speech coexist with an inclusive campus environment? Hardly a week goes by without another controversy over free speech on
college campuses. On one side, there are increased demands to censor hateful, disrespectful, and bullying expression and to ensure an
inclusive and nondiscriminatory learning environment. On the other side are traditional free speech advocates who charge that recent
demands for censorship coddle students and threaten free inquiry. In this clear and carefully reasoned book, a university chancellor and a law
school dean—both constitutional scholars who teach a course in free speech to undergraduates—argue that campuses must provide
supportive learning environments for an increasingly diverse student body but can never restrict the expression of ideas. This book provides
the background necessary to understanding the importance of free speech on campus and offers clear prescriptions for what colleges can
and can’t do when dealing with free speech controversies.
Begin Your Journey to Spirit-Soul-Body Health Today... Beni Johnson received a life-changing revelation about how anyone can start walking
in holistic health—including you! Jesus died for your spirit, soul, and body. This means you can experience His resurrection life in all three
areas! Christians should be the healthiest people on Earth because they understand God has made their bodies His temple. Unfortunately,
many people focus on one area of health while neglecting another. This can lead to spiritual disconnection, bad eating habits, depression,
poor rest, and lack of exercise. In Healthy and Free, Beni shows you how to: Find your why: Learn the motivating secret to pursuing a healthy
lifestyle as your new normal. Unlock the connection: Discover the many ways your spirit, soul and body are interconnected and how health in
one areas directly effects another. Start simple: Receive practical and easy-to-implement steps to begin walking in health right now. The
Great Physician desires you to walk in Heaven’s health. Get aligned with God’s divine design today and experience freedom—body, soul and
spirit!
Sams Teach Yourself HTML, CSS and JavaScript All in One The all-in-one HTML, CSS and JavaScript beginner's guide: covering the three
most important languages for web development. Covers everything beginners need to know about the HTML and CSS standards and today's
JavaScript and Ajax libraries - all in one book, for the first time Integrated, well-organized coverage expertly shows how to use all these key
technologies together Short, simple lessons teach hands-on skills readers can apply immediately By best-selling author Julie Meloni
Mastering HTML, CSS, and JavaScript is vital for any beginning web developer - and the importance of these technologies is growing as web
development moves away from proprietary alternatives such as Flash. Sams Teach Yourself HTML, CSS, and JavaScript All in One brings
together everything beginners need to build powerful web applications with the HTML and CSS standards and the latest JavaScript and Ajax
libraries. With this book, beginners can get all the modern web development knowledge you need from one expert source. Bestselling author
Julie Meloni (Sams Teach Yourself PHP, MySQL and Apache All in One) teaches simply and clearly, through brief, hands-on lessons focused
on knowledge you can apply immediately. Meloni covers all the building blocks of practical web design and development, integrating new
techniques and features into every chapter. Each lesson builds on what's come before, showing you exactly how to use HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript together to create great web sites.

If postmortems of the 2016 US presidential election tell us anything, it's that many voters discriminate on the basis of
race, which raises an important question: in a society that outlaws racial discrimination in employment, housing, and jury
selections, should voters be permitted to racially discriminate in selecting a candidate for public office? In Whitelash,
Terry Smith argues that such racialized decision-making is unlawful and that remedies exist to deter this reactionary
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behavior. Using evidence of race-based voting in the 2016 presidential election, Smith deploys legal analogies to
demonstrate how courts can decipher when groups of voters have been impermissibly influenced by race, and impose
appropriate remedies. This groundbreaking work should be read by anyone interested in how the legal system can redirect American democracy away from the ongoing electoral scourge that many feared 2016 portended.
The new and improved "Censored," detailing the top censored stories and media analysis of 2020. Our nation's oldest
news-monitoring group, Project Censored, refreshes its longstanding yearbook series, Censored, with State of the Free
Press 2021. This edition offers a more succinct and comprehensive survey of the most important but underreported news
stories of 2020; in addition to a comparative analysis of the current state of corporate and independent news media, and
its effect on democracy. The establishment media sustains a decrepit post-truth era, as examined the lowlight features:
"Junk Food News"-frivolous stories that distract the public from actual news-and-"News Abuse"-important stories covered
in ways that undermine public understanding. The alternative media provokes a burgeoning critical media literacy age, as
evaluated in the highlight feature: "Media Democracy in Action"-relevant stories responsibly reported on by independent
organizations. Finally, in an homage to the history of the annual report, the editors reinstate the "Déjà vu News" featurerevisited stories from previous editions. State of the Free Press 2021 endows readers with the critical thinking and media
literacy skills required to hold the corporate media to account for distorting or censoring news coverage, and thus, to
revitalize our democracy.
"College" is a word that means many things to many people: a space for knowledge, a place to gain lifelong friends, and
an opportunity to transcend one's socioeconomic station. Today, though, this word also recalls a slew of headlines that
have revealed a dark and persistent world of racial politics on campus. Does this association disturb our idealized visions
of what happens behind the ivied walls of higher learning? It should - because campus racism on college campuses is as
American as college football on Fall Saturdays. From Lawrence Ross, author of The Divine Nine and the leading expert
on sororities and fraternities, Blackballed is an explosive and controversial book that rips the veil off America's hidden
secret: America's colleges have fostered a racist environment that makes them a hostile space for African American
students. Blackballed exposes the white fraternity and sorority system, with traditions of racist parties, songs, and
assaults on black students; and the universities themselves, who name campus buildings after racist men and women. It
also takes a deep dive into anti-affirmative action policies, and how they effectively segregate predominately white
universities, providing ample room for white privilege. A bold mix of history and the current climate, Blackballed is a call to
action for universities to make radical changes to their policies and standards to foster a better legacy for all students.
Table of contents available via the World Wide Web.
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***Finalist for the Gilder Lehrman Lincoln Prize*** Henry Louis Gates, Jr: "A stunning tale of a little-known figure in
history." Candice Millard: “Be Free or Die makes you want to stand up and cheer.” The astonishing true story of Robert
Smalls’ amazing journey from slave to Union hero and ultimately United States Congressman. It was a mild May
morning in Charleston, South Carolina, in 1862, the second year of the Civil War, when a twenty-three-year-old slave
named Robert Smalls did the unthinkable and boldly seized a Confederate steamer. With his wife and two young children
hidden on board, Smalls and a small crew ran a gauntlet of heavily armed fortifications in Charleston Harbor and
delivered the valuable vessel and the massive guns it carried to nearby Union forces. To be unsuccessful was a death
sentence for all. Smalls’ courageous and ingenious act freed him and his family from slavery and immediately made him
a Union hero while simultaneously challenging much of the country’s view of what African Americans were willing to do
to gain their freedom. After his escape, Smalls served in numerous naval campaigns off Charleston as a civilian boat pilot
and eventually became the first black captain of an Army ship. In a particularly poignant moment Smalls even bought the
home that he and his mother had once served in as house slaves. Cate Lineberry's Be Free or Die is a compelling
narrative that illuminates Robert Smalls’ amazing journey from slave to Union hero and ultimately United States
Congressman. This captivating tale of a valuable figure in American history gives fascinating insight into the country's
first efforts to help newly freed slaves while also illustrating the many struggles and achievements of African Americans
during the Civil War.
In Children's Biographies of African American Women: Rhetoric, Public Memory, and Agency Sara C. VanderHaagen
examines how these biographies encourage young readers to think about themselves as agents in a public world.
Specifically VanderHaagen illustrates how these works use traditional means to serve progressive ends and thereby
examines the rhetorical power of biography in shaping identity and promoting public action. Drawing on scholarship in
rhetoric, memory studies, and children's literature, VanderHaagen presents rhetorical analyses of biographies of three
African American women—poet Phillis Wheatley, activist Sojourner Truth, and educator-turned-politician Shirley
Chisholm—published in the United States during the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. VanderHaagen begins by
analyzing how biographical sketches in books for black children published during the 1920s represent Wheatley and
Truth. The study then shifts to books published between 1949 and 2015. VanderHaagen uses a concept adapted from
philosopher Paul Ricoeur—the idea of the "agential spiral"—to chart the ways that biographies have used rhetoric to shape
the life stories of Wheatley, Truth, and Chisholm. By bringing a critical, rhetorical perspective to the study of biographies
for children, this book advances the understanding of how lives of the past are used persuasively to shape identity and
encourage action in the contemporary public world. VanderHaagen contributes to the study of rhetoric and African
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American children's literature and refocuses the field of memory studies on children's biographies, a significant but oftenoverlooked genre through which public memories first take shape.
An unprecedented look at the evolution of American police from filling their intended role as peacekeepers and guardians
of citizen rights to calling themselves—and acting primarily as—"law enforcement officers." • Reveals realities and myths
about the police in America, their role in our society, and what can—and can't—be done to improve relations and public
confidence in our police • Provides an unbiased examination that presents BOTH sides of the issues and represents the
perspectives and responsibilities of the police alongside those of the citizens they serve • Enables readers to see the
evolution of police over time and grasp the various positions in the debate about the proper role of police in modern
society • Presents solutions to the widespread problem of eroding respect for police agencies, discussing the issue in the
broader context of how government and culture play key roles in ensuring that police agencies are competent and
trustworthy
Lists quilting-related web sites that offer free things, including patterns, swaps, and advice on everything from materials
and techniques to appraising and cleaning quilts.
A primer for aspiring African-American authors presents everything needed to write, offering lessons on character
development, plot, atmosphere, and more, including several complete stories. Original.
Describes the experiences of African Americans in the South, from the Emancipation in 1863 to the 1954 Supreme Court
decision that declared school segregation illegal.
An analysis of the global economy discusses how free market reforms and policies emphasizing deindustrialization and
privatization have led to increased poverty, while some nations have prospered by flouting conventional wisdom.
Expression in Contested Public Spaces affirms the principles of free speech and civic engagement by highlighting the
myriad ways people express their voices in public spaces to uphold the core tenets of democracy. The scholarly
contributions address current day and enduring concerns about, debates on, and the promises for free expression.
Paul Polgar recovers the racially inclusive vision of America's first abolition movement. In showcasing the activities of the
Pennsylvania Abolition Society, the New York Manumission Society, and their African American allies during the postRevolutionary and early national eras, he unearths this coalition's comprehensive agenda for black freedom and equality.
By guarding and expanding the rights of people of African descent and demonstrating that black Americans could
become virtuous citizens of the new Republic, these activists, whom Polgar names "first movement abolitionists," sought
to end white prejudice and eliminate racial inequality. Beginning in the 1820s, however, colonization threatened to eclipse
this racially inclusive movement. Colonizationists claimed that what they saw as permanent black inferiority and
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unconquerable white prejudice meant that slavery could end only if those freed were exiled from the United States. In
pulling many reformers into their orbit, this radically different antislavery movement marginalized the activism of
America's first abolitionists and obscured the racially progressive origins of American abolitionism that Polgar now
recaptures. By reinterpreting the early history of American antislavery, Polgar illustrates that the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries are as integral to histories of race, rights, and reform in the United States as the mid-nineteenth
century.
Today, the military is one the most racially diverse institutions in the United States. But for many decades African
American soldiers battled racial discrimination and segregation within its ranks. In the years after World War II, the
integration of the armed forces was a touchstone in the homefront struggle for equality—though its importance is often
overlooked in contemporary histories of the civil rights movement. Drawing on a wide array of sources, from press reports
and newspapers to organizational and presidential archives, historian Christine Knauer recounts the conflicts surrounding
black military service and the fight for integration. Let Us Fight as Free Men shows that, even after their service to the
nation in World War II, it took the persistent efforts of black soldiers, as well as civilian activists and government policy
changes, to integrate the military. In response to unjust treatment during and immediately after the war, African
Americans pushed for integration on the strength of their service despite the oppressive limitations they faced on the front
and at home. Pressured by civil rights activists such as A. Philip Randolph, President Harry S. Truman passed an
executive order that called for equal treatment in the military. Even so, integration took place haltingly and was realized
only after the political and strategic realities of the Korean War forced the Army to allow black soldiers to fight alongside
their white comrades. While the war pushed the civil rights struggle beyond national boundaries, it also revealed the
persistence of racial discrimination and exposed the limits of interracial solidarity. Let Us Fight as Free Men reveals the
heated debates about the meaning of military service, manhood, and civil rights strategies within the African American
community and the United States as a whole.
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